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The importance of business partners for universities can be 
documented using the example of the “Center for Business 
Information Management and Technology” (CBI) at 
ZHAW. The quality of the collaboration is determined by 
the size of the university’s organizational unit, the interdis-
ciplinary network, the experience, competence and skills of 
the faculty, and the neutrality of the university. However, 
the business partner should play a role in all four main acti-
vities in which the university unit is involved:

 for the undergraduate and graduate programs, the 
business partner may be responsible for specifi c 
lectures (like presenting a business case);

 for continuous education, the business partner may 
organize excursions in addition to specifi c lectures 
(such as a study trip to India);

 for consulting projects, the business partner may 
involve faculty of the university; and

 for applied R&D projects, the business partner 
may provide employees with special skills and 
competencies.

It is a challenge for the faculty to balance all four of these 
activities. For example, one cannot spend more than 30% 

of working hours lecturing. It turned out that a major draw-
back for sustainable growth is the lack of sales skills in the 
faculty. Obviously, research and sales skills are confl icting. 
One solution is the right choice of business model, which 
in our case, is collaboration with consultancy enterprises 
rather than with end customers. 
The long-term relation with our business partners is based 
on mutual benefi t. Stefan Metzger, CEO of Cognizant 
Switzerland, witnessed this. He is one of our business part-
ners experiencing the win-win-situation of such collabo-
ration for many years. While young students apply their 
knowledge in business cases given by the industry partner, 
he gets innovative and creative solutions from them. 
Furthermore, the need for new employees can be met more 
easily despite the existing war for talents.
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